
Phuket is a tufted bed with removable cover in fabric, leather or eco-leather characterised by a 
significant quilting on headboard and bed-frame. This decoration enriches the structure and enhances 
its soft and embracing lines.
Phuket elegant and refined look is combined with the possibility to choose among a wide range of 
covers and colours. By choosing sober and soft colours you can give the bed a delicate and refined 
look, while with brighter colours the bed becomes younger and more modern.
Other than the attention to detail, Phuket is a functional furniture item able to provide what you need 
for your bedroom. It is in fact available with storage box with melamine bottom panels that make it 
easier to clean under it.

 

Bed Models                    Bed Dimensions                                  Mattress Dimensions
single bed                    from cm 87x210 to cm 107x220             from cm 80x190 to cm 100x200
small double bed         cm 127x220                                             cm 120x200
french double bed         from cm 142x210 to cm 160x223             from cm 137x191 to cm 153x203
double bed                    from cm 167x210 to cm 185x225             from cm 160x190 to cm 170x200
king size bed                    from cm 187x220 to cm 207x220             from cm 180x200 to cm 200x200
 

Headboard Height: cm 107
Headboard Thickness: cm 15
Bed-frame Height: cm 37
Feet Height: cm 6

View all the dimensions available in the Specifications tab.

Variants
Phuket bed is available with or without storage box.

Cover
The covers available include fabric, leather or eco-leather in a wide range of colours. The bed cover is 
removable.

Slatted Base
Phuket can be equipped with one of the following slatted base models:

for bed without storage box:
- Fixed Standard: base with wooden slats and metal frame;
- Wooden Fixed: base with wooden slats and wooden frame;
- Wooden Manual: base with wooden slats and wooden frame, with manual head/toes movement;
- Wooden Motorised: base with wooden slats and wooden frame, with electric head/toes movement.

for bed with storage box:
- Standard Box: base with wooden slats, metal frame and single lift-up mechanism;
- Komodo Box: base with wooden slats, metal frame and double lift-up mechanism.

All slatted base models are split in two for models from cm 137 on.

Slatted Base Options
By choosing Fixed Standard, Standard Box or Komodo Box models, the slatted base can be equipped 
with:
- double slat with flexibility adjuster: to adjust the firmness of specific zones
- self-adjusting mini slats: rubber slider with dynamic suspension allowing to obtain the correct lordotic 
curvature; ideal for memory mattresses
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- Micropocket: plywood support with pocket springs covered by two 30 Kg/mc; expanded polyurethane 
layers ideal for memory mattresses

Feet
The bed can be equipped with feet in natural painted wood, wengè painted wood, glossy steel or 
covered in leather. The feet can be replaced with a set of casters.

Mattress
Phuket bed does not include a mattress.
In the dedicated section you can find a wide range of mattresses models with standard or pocket 
springs, in memory foam or latex.

Optional for Single Beds
For those who choose two single beds to use them as a double, we recommend to purchase the 
optional joining plates.

Please Note
Phuket bed is available on request also for cm 210 or 220 long mattresses. Contact us for a dedicated 
quote.
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